Multifunctional and versatile controller for irrigation control.
Where to use the Agrónic Bit?
-

The basic model is suitable for the watering segmentation
of small farms, especially in sprinkler watering.

-

To manage multi-plots using different communication
options and external modules.

-

As Datalogger to record the climatic and agronomic
sensors.

-

In shifting cultivation facilities, leased plots and in general,
where you have to periodically move the sprinkler head,
since the Agrónic Bit model allows outdoor installation with
watertight connectors to be easily installed without irrigation
booths.

-

In irrigation communities to jointly remote hydrant and
sectors inside the plot.

-

For centralized management of irrigation in parks and
gardens.

-

As a machine or PLC Control for multiple applications in
hydraulic networks (Ex. motorized control valves, hydraulic,
gates, etc.) and for water treatment and filter system
processes.

-

To manage water meters in urban supply networks.

Functional description of Agrónic Bit

Agrónic BIT Din

Agrónic BIT Con

Multifunctional water management controller, fully configurable, versatile and expandable with low
power consumption.
Equipment designed to manage irrigation, fertilization, control generals or hydrants in irrigation
communities, use sensors of all kinds to its interaction with fertigation, perform full Datalogger and
historical records as to ensure traceability of irrigation sectors, meters and sensors.
The Agrónic Bit can manage up to 20 irrigation sectors, 1 general output, 1 alarm, 10 fertilizers, 35
digital sensors, 20 meters, 20 analog sensors, 50 determinants and 30 programs.
You can add up to 16 AgroBee wireless modules with different functionalities, latch outputs, meter
inputs, analog sensors reading, etc.
Programming time and volume, both fertilization and irrigation, with the possibility of independent
actions in each program.
Cultivation massive programming made from the PC or mobile application that allows executing
irrigation commands to all sectors assigned to the same crop at each controller.
Remote management can be performed with the Agrónic PC program for up to three users and by
mobile application (App) for Apple and Android. It provides radio links with routing between equipments,
GSM / GPRS, cable or wireless links.
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There are two Agrónic Bit models:
Agrónic Bit Din:
-

Mounted module on DIN rail in a IP65 case.
Integrated keyboard and display.
8 latch outputs, expandable to 26.
Up to 8 digital inputs, expandable to 26.
Up to 7 analog inputs.
All inputs and outputs can be expanded with AgroBee.
Agrónic Bit Con:

-

Waterproof IP67 case for wall mounting.
Fast connection of inputs and outputs
External keyboard and display with fast connection, or internal
9 latch outputs, expandable to 18.
8 digital inputs.
3 analog inputs.
All inputs and outputs can be expanded with AgroBee.

IRRIGATION
Takes control of up to 20 irrigation sectors governed by 30 separate programs, with the
corresponding extensions, and the possibility of linking programs to make irrigation sequences.
Each program can activate simultaneously 1 to 4 irrigation sectors, with unlimited sectors having
simultaneous action in several programs.
Possibility of sequencing programs one after another to simplify, even automatic cycle programs, so
that everyone can water throughout the days at different times. Schedule irrigation and repeat it several
times automatically for use in seed or sandy soils.
Operate per weekdays or every few days. Limit one program to a time of year. Limit irrigation to a
time of day to avoid expensive hours.
Irrigation units by time (hh: mm and mm'ss''), volume (m3), volume hectare (m3/ha) and time hectare,
separated by program. Timeout units on application by volume.
Determine the start and stop of irrigation though sensors to detect soil conditions, climate or plant
and change the units of irrigation and fertilization according to their values and even manage securities.
Cultivation massive programming made from the PC or mobile application.
Proportional distribution of each meter pulse at the accumulated and historical, according to the
estimated flow of the sectors related to the meter that water at the same time.
Complete control of the instantaneous flow at the irrigation meters with estimated flow programming
in each sector and percentage of tolerance both excess and default. Detection of missing pulses or
leakage.

FERTILIZATION
Allows multiple fertilizers by irrigation head up to 10 fertilizers for multi-plots management.
It is possible to setup a fertilizer per program with independent pre-irrigation and post-irrigation values
for each program.
Irrigation units by time (hh: mm and mm'ss''), volume (L), volume hectare (L/ha) or time hectare.
In meters, optionally detecting missing pulses or leakage of fertilizer. Proportional distribution of each
meter pulse at the accumulated and historical, according to the estimated flow-related sectors that fertilize
simultaneously.

PUMPING
It has 1 general irrigation output or motor with allocation to the sectors that will be activated. Timings
to avoid water hammer during the opening and closing actions of the sectors and the general.
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MANUAL
With manual commands, it is possible to start, stop, set out of order or cancel the irrigation programs
during certain time frame; out of order or general stop; completion of alarms and breakdowns; sectors in
manual or automatic operation; modify virtual sensors and direct activation of the outputs.

DETERMINANTS
It has 50 fully configurable determinants to perform different actions that take into account the status
or the values of the 35 possible digital sensors, the 20 analog sensors and 20 meters.
The actions are as varied as to perform definitive power stoppages, temporary or conditional
stoppages applied to a particular program or all; start and/or stop watering; show a warning; adjust
irrigation or fertilizer units when starting the watering program according to an instantaneous value of a
sensor or integrated value from the previous irrigation. Furthermore, each determinant can be configured
to generate an error or only a record to send an SMS message to two phones and an SMS message to
another controller.
To use the determinants of irrigation Change, Fertilizer change, Finish by rain and fertilizer stoppage,
the program determinants option has to be activated.
As examples, we can highlight its use to stop irrigation because of a broken pipe; postpone irrigation
due to lack of level or excessive wind; changing the volume of each irrigation according to the value of
water content in soil, to the solar radiation received by the plant since the previous irrigation or sweating
evaporation; stop irrigation depending on the rain from the previous irrigation; send a warning message to
the owner in case of attempted robbery; etc.

DISPLAY
Agrónic Bit Din:
Full display via an LCD graphic screen 128x64 pixels with automatic LED backlight
- 8 keys keyboard.
- The program information is displayed simultaneously on the entire screen.
-

-

Agrónic Bit Con:
Possibility to connect an internal reader with keyboard and display to use the equipment.
Allows the connection to a Bit Reader by an external connector. A single Bit Reader can be
connected to multiple Agrónic Bit Con.

COMMUNICATIONS
Extensive communication possibilities via mobile phone and through management programs
(Agrónic PC and Agrónic Net II).
Through mobile phone:
-

Ability to receive SMS messages with alarms, incidents and chosen actions and send commands
through the user’s mobile to start, stop or change a program, put on “Stop”, etc. It also sends SMS
messages to other programmers or devices related to an event or determinant.

-

Using GPRS link, the "Agrónic App" application allows the live management by plots or by crops;
the view by list or on a map; the query by sectors, programs, historical, sensors, etc. Manual
actions on the equipment, sectors and programs. Program editing or cultivation massive
programming.
Through a PC:

-

Wired: local management or medium distance, through USB, RS-232 and RS-485 ports.

-

GSM or GPRS modem: unlimited distance, data card with coverage is needed. Includes sending
and receiving SMS's.

-

Wi-Fi (currently only available for Agrónic Bit Din): LAN connection at a short distance, and long
distance connection through Internet.
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-

Radio: distances from 1 to 20 km. Radio channel shared with other equipments to group them in
dispersion of farms and in communities. Via radio 433 MHz, 868 MHz and radio modems.

With AGRÓNIC PC can have timely information from the programmer (historical, incidents, irrigation
situation, etc.) and act to change parameters, programs, ranges, etc. from anywhere using a PC. The
connection can be permanent and combined with other controllers (Agrónic 2500, Agrónic 4000).
The Agrónic Bit manages communication with three users; the information modified by a user
automatically updates the other two. The connection of the three team members can be permanent,
according to the connection made. Useful to interact, for example, the owner, farm
manager and installer.

EXTERNAL MODULES
It optionally enables the link to Radio AgroBee modules, increasing its scalability and
use of new features. ZigBee protocol based System in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz or 868 MHz
bands. Through the different modules of the range it is easy to remotely locate the
irrigation valves, the digital sensors, the analog ones and meters.

DATALOGGER
The computer saves on a non-erasable memory the accumulated, historical and event logs with the
incidents of the last days. Capacity for 120,000 records.
It allows the historic to ensure the traceability of the 20 irrigation sectors, 20 meters and 20 analog
sensors. Action events. Alarms.
-

-

General and by sector accumulated of the irrigation and fertilizing units, in time and volume, from a
specific start date.
Incidents with the date and time of occurrence and related indications
Detailed record of each of the events produced by the equipment.
Separated historical by irrigation sector with units of time and volume of irrigation and fertilizer
applied every day.
Historical for each analog sensor with the average, the maximum and the minimum values in 10
minute fractions.
Historical of each meter with the irrigation and fertilization values plus leakage in 10 minute
fractions.

REMOTE UNIT FOR IRRIGATION COMMUNITIES (NET VERION)
In its version for irrigation communities, the Agrónic Bit allows remote control locally and / or centrally
communicating with the Agrónic Net II program in the Control Center from 1 up to 6 hydrants.
Additionally, it carries out the fertigation within the plots linked to the hydrants.
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Capacity for 40 sectors, 24 meters and 6 hydrants with 40 management programs.
Complete control of the opening and closing of the elements of the irrigation installation to avoid
water hammer, the maintenance of the pipes with load, etc.
It also offers the possibility to control valves and sensors inside plot by AgroBee radio modules, or
group the hydrants management with one single equipment.

OTHER APPLICATIONS
Its versatility, strength and simplicity, make out of the Agrónic Bit ideal equipment for water
management in different applications:
- Centralized irrigation management in parks and gardens.
- Control of water supply for the regulation of hydraulic valves, motorized and meters (Ex lateral
pipes in the canals of Aragon and Catalonia.)
- Control of a motorized raft output for natural pressure irrigation keeping the programmed flow.
- Valves’ control in sectioning chests of pressurized networks.
- Control of Gates at open canals.
- Control the levels of wells and rafts.
- Control of meters on water supply networks.
- Control the equipments for water treatment and purification.
- Full multi-sensor Datalogger.

MODELS AND OPTIONS:
Agrónic Bit Din
IP65 case, Din rail, connection with terminals
MODELS
Example 14-123: 14 latch outputs, 12 digital inputs, 3
analog inputs
Bit Din 8-63
Bit Din 14-123
Bit Din 20-183
Bit Din 26-243
Bit Din 8-27
Bit Din 14-87
Bit Din 20-147
Bit Din 26-207
Bit Din 4r-63
Bit Din 4r6-123
Bit Din 4r12-183
Bit Din 4r18-243
OPTIONS
GPRS/SMS
USB Link
Wifi Link
Radio link 433
Radio link 868
AgroBee Link
Agrónic PC Program
WEB
Programs deterninants
Net Version

Agrónic Bit Con
IP67 case with fast connections
MODELOS
Example 9-83: 9 latch outputs, 8 digital inputs, 3 analog
inputs
Bit Con 9-83
Bit Con 9-83 Lithium battery
Bit Con 9-83 GPRS/SMS
Bit Con 9-83 Radio link 433
Bit Con 9-83 Radio link 868
Bit Con 9-83 AgroBee
Bit Con 9-83 GPRS/SMS AgroBee
Bit Con 9-83 Radio link 433 AgroBee
Bit Con 9-83 Radio link 868 AgroBee

OPTIONS
Extension of 9 latch outputs (from 9 to 18)
Agrónic PC Program
WEB
Programs Determinants
Internal reader
External Connector for Bit Reader
Bit reader
Net Version

WARRANTY
The Agrónic Bit meets CE directives. Products manufactured by PROGRÉS offer a two-year warranty
against all manufacturing defects.
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